Dissertation Abstract.
Over the past three decades, the cultural and legal meaning of sexual violence has changed dramatically. While it is commonly acknowledged that child sexual abuse is a pervasive problem, children’s interpretations of abuse are generally ignored in academic, legal, and policy research. This study examines children’s linguistic descriptions and interpretations of sexual abuse through an experiential and constructivist lens. Using 100 semi-structured videotaped interviews of children’s disclosures of sexual abuse from 1995-2004, the study focuses on how memory construction is negotiated through interactional conversation, and more broadly, on the culturally collective ideologies embraced and rejected by children. Included in this work are the social, historical, and cultural factors that contribute not only to how children describe abuse, but to how institutions interpret and decide, collectively and legally, what constitutes child sexual abuse. Analyses focus on how similarities and differences in meaning and interpretation are patterned discursively by children and professionals in an interview setting according to demographic (e.g., gender, age, race) and case characteristics (e.g., abuse type, perpetrator relationship). This study contributes to an understanding of how children assign different meanings to sexual abuse, and as such, how language provides the link between personal and collective experience.
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